
LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

Dear readers:
We hope you are enjoying the new format for Audio Solutions magazine, one of GC Pro’s 
main avenues of communication with current and future clients, manufacturer partners 
and the wider Guitar Center music community. 

In this issue, we would like to convey our thoughts on “added value.” In today’s world of 
ultra-fast information flow, finding the best pricing and technical specifications on high-
end audio equipment is just a few clicks away. So, what does it mean to find real value?
 
Added value, by one definition, is the difference between the cost of an item and 
services supplied by one company versus another—how they compare over the whole 
experience. GC Pro seeks to add superior value to all the products we represent, as a 
way of distinguishing us from rest of the pack. We start with a guaranteed competitive 
price, so, when you take price out of the equation, the added value is the difference. Our 
competitive advantage comes from combining first-class technical expertise, the right 
equipment and our unique ability to provide face-to-face consultation on a national level. 
The result is much greater customer satisfaction, the building of long-term customer 
relationships and, of course, the system or equipment optimized for your application.
 
We start with our experienced staff, ready to supply first-class consultation; then draw on 
extensive inventory from over 250 stores, a massive distribution center and our special 
orders department to quickly meet your needs, getting it right the first time, every time.
 
We strive to become a partner in the success of your business. Having a local, highly 
skilled and experienced Account Manager—someone whose experience helps provide 
the best advice and the right product for your needs, avoiding wasting time and money—
is truly a blessing. In essence, it’s the team you work with that delivers added value, and 
they are only as good as the company that backs them up. GC Pro is behind one of the 
finest teams of experts in the business. Please visit our newly redesigned website at 
gcpro.com for access to our staff, exclusive content and to get the ball rolling on the 
added value we can bring to your project.

Rick Plushner
Vice President, GC Pro
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SHOOTERSINC STREAMLINES  
ITS WORKFLOW WITH THE  

SLATE RAVEN MTX
PHILADELPHIA INTEGRATED PRODUCTION COMPANY IS 

NOW AN ALL-RAVEN FACILITY

senior audio designer at ShootersINC, a leading Philadelphia 

video post-production house. Schachner—who has worked on 

most of the company’s iconic content, from prime-time spots 

for clients including A&E, Lexus, The Weinstein Company, 

and Scripps Networks Interactive, to the original content 

they’ve been helping develop, such as the Food Network's hit 

Restaurant: Impossible—came of age in the tape and console 

era, and transitioned smoothly into digital. But after keeping 

his Avid Pro Control working in one of Shooters’ three audio 

control rooms for nearly a decade after Avid announced it 

Audio people can be notoriously stubborn, tending to hold on 

to what they like—certain platforms, processors, protocols and 

techniques—even if those affections sometimes outlast the 

increasingly shorter shelf life of pro audio gear. In many cases, 

these connections to certain pieces of equipment are patterns 

formed in an earlier age, when analog systems were both more 

endearing and enduring. In other cases, we just get used to 

working a certain way and prefer to avoid change if we can.

Both of those mechanisms were at work for Bob Schachner, the 
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would discontinue the platform, he knew he had to move on. In 

doing so, he faced the same dilemma all working professionals 

do when their most familiar tools approach obsolescence: 

finding new ones that are compatible with all of their other 

systems but that also manage to let them manage their 

workflow just as they had before.

Enter the RAVEN

Schachner says he found that in the Slate Digital RAVEN 

MTX console, the third of which was installed at Shooters in 

November. “It reached the point where it was becoming harder 

and harder to get parts for the Avid Pro Control, and it wasn’t 

compatible with newer versions of Pro Tools,” he says. 

He and Brad Petrella, manager of engineering services at 

Shooters, had been on the lookout for a good replacement 

platform that would work for Schachner and Shooters’ other 

audio engineers. Then, last year, Schachner says he saw a 

video of the RAVEN MTX and was intrigued by its interface: a 

46-inch LED backlit touch-sensitive display with 1920x1080 HD 

resolution and integrated compatibility with the HD3 Pro Tools 

systems Shooters uses.

“Stephen Slate had a good reputation for his plug-ins; I liked 

the way he made his graphical user interfaces for them,” says 

Schachner. “So we went to a demo of the RAVEN at GC Pro and 

thought it had the potential to do what I needed it to do.”

Schachner’s only real concern was that the console, which 

had been introduced in October 2012, was clearly initially 

aimed at the music production market. Would it translate 

for Schachner’s workflow needs in audio post? He was not 

disappointed: “I live in the edit window in post, not on the 

faders and knobs,” he explains. “So the transition to the 

touchscreen was perfect. On a touchscreen work surface, 

there’s nothing that I lose and I gain this huge screen, which 

makes everything on it easy to see and access. I found myself 

transitioning from the trackball to the touchscreen quickly—

the RAVEN was installed on a Monday, I was working on it by 

Tuesday and was fully up to speed on it by Wednesday. There 

wasn’t any slowdown in the workflow.”

All RAVENs, All the Time

In fact, within a month of the first console being installed in 

October, the entire facility had RAVEN MTX workstations in 

all three control rooms, and everyone was conversant with 

the RAVEN’s operation. “One of our guys is in a band and his 

engineer did some overdubs,” Schachner recalls. “I loaded his 

work into the system and gave him a quick two-minute tutorial 

on it. He had no problem with it at all. Basically, if you can work 

Pro Tools, the RAVEN MTX is going to be very familiar to you.”

Since that whirlwind changeover to the RAVEN MTX, Schachner 

has done spots on it for National Geographic, some of the 

plethora of healthcare-related commercials and PSAs that 

have mushroomed in the wake of the Affordable Care Act, and 

several webisodes for BMW. 

“What we like about the RAVEN MTX is that it doesn’t demand 

that you learn it—it accommodates how you work, for instance, 

by letting you get started quickly and then allowing you to 

learn different shortcuts and other things at you own pace, as 

you need them,” observes Petrella. 

In the space of barely two months, Schachner says the RAVEN 

MTX has changed his work patterns for the better. “When you 

have faders, you’re constantly reaching all over the board, and 

that causes your head to be constantly moving, which affects 

your ability to monitor accurately,” he explains. “With the 

touchscreen in the center, I find that monitoring is much easier 

since I don’t have to move as much. Plus, with the Pro Tools 

screen on the console display and so much easier to see, I can 

see the waveforms better; I can read the plug-ins easier. Pro 

Tools is part of the console now. I feel more connected to the 

entire process. You don’t realize that that’s happening until it 

hits you. This is a great way to work.”
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Extend Your Power. With four full-range DXR Speakers and two DXS
Subwoofers to choose from, you’ll saturate rooms with waves of high-
energy sound.

Extend Your Range. From earth-shaking bass to smooth soaring
highs, FIR-X Tuning assures that every note strikes the entire audience
with maximum impact and precision. 

Extend Your Control. Loaded with an Intelli-
gent 3-Channel Mixer and a variety of inputs,
each DXR Speaker gives you the freedom to play 
a small room or plug into a large sound system.

Interactive Ad
–Scan Now!–

Go to yamaha.com/scan
to download a FREE
app, then scan this

ad for exclusive video, 

images and more. 

With their tremendous power, Yamaha DXR 

Series Speakers and DXS Series Subwoofers

cover huge audiences with high definition

sound, effortlessly expanding your music and

reputation.Yamaha collaborated with the king of

touring loudspeakers – NEXO – to develop the

DXR’s new approach, which delivers high SPL,

stunning clarity, and unsurpassed reliability.  

Extend
Your Reach.
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YAMAHA MGP SERIES
Yamaha's MGP series of consoles, with iPhone®/iPod® connectivity, 
and loaded with internal processing, offer amazing flexibility, for 
applications from portable sound reinforcement, whether FOH or 
monitors, to permanent installations.

(MGP24X) (MGP32X) LIST: $1699.00 - $1999.00

BEHRINGER DIGITAL 
MIXER X32
Loaded with inputs, processing power, 
and easily reprogrammable signal flow, 
Behringer’s X32 digital mixer gives you 
the ability to focus on the event and the 
mix without getting lost in a forest of 
buttons, knobs and menus.

(000-ASF) LIST: $4199.99

$279999
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$139999
MGP32X 

$119999
MGP24X 

SOUNDCRAFT  
SI EXPRESSION DIGITAL MIXERS
Integrating state-of-the-art DSP with a tradition of great sound and 
innovative features, the Si Expression mixers offer powerful, cost-effective 
solutions for live sound mixing.

(5028964) (5035678) LIST: $5000.00 - $6000.00

$299999
SI EXPRESSION 2

$349999
SI EXPRESSION 3 

S P E C I A L
F I N A N C I N GGC
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Avid redefi nes mixing once again with the all-new S6 control surface. Leveraging the best of the 

industry-leading ICON and System 5 product families in a revolutionary new modular design, S6 

delivers superior ergonomics and intelligent studio control, providing an intuitive, immersive 

experience for the modern sound engineer.

Get the deep level of Pro Tools control and visual feedback only Avid can provide, plus 

unprecedented fl exibility to control EUCON-enabled DAWs. And because it's built on proven 

technology, trusted by top audio professionals in the most demanding production environments, 

S6 delivers the performance you need to complete projects faster and deliver the best sounding 

mixes possible. 

FEATURE HIGHLIGHTS

• Customize the surface with only the modules you need for great cost effi  ciency

• Scale the system from mid- to large-format to match your workfl ow, with room to grow

• Mix faster and easier with intelligently designed controls, touchscreen and intuitive layout

• Access and manipulate multiple aspects of your mix through the master touchscreen

• See your mix in a whole new way with detailed visual feedback and professional metering

• Get the deep, integrated Pro Tools mixing control only Avid can provide

• Extend your control to Logic Pro, Nuendo and other EUCON-enabled DAWs

• Experience highly responsive, precision control with high-speed EUCON connectivity

• Control up to eight audio workstations simultaneously—even from across the facility

• Confi gure, scale and reconfi gure the surface easily through the Ethernet network

PRODUCT FOCUS / AVID S6

SolutionSAUDIOP R E S E N T S

39

BRAINPOWER

• EV’s FIR-Drive utilizes the latest Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter technology to 
optimize transducer linearity. Advanced limiter algorithms for independent peak and 
thermal transducer protection. 

• Complete full-function DSP control via a single-knob interface. LCD screen for easy 
system set-up and monitoring: location/application EQ presets (e.g. tripod, mounted, 
suspended, live, music, speech), limiter status, input level controls/meters and master 
volume control to ensure optimal gain structure. Parametric EQ allows for more precise 
configuration. Subs feature a preset for true cardioid performance.

• EV-patented Signal Synchronized Transducers (SST) waveguide design provides precise 
and consistent coverage across all system configurations. Waveguides are custom-
designed and optimized per model.

• State-of-the-art components deliver the legendary EV sound quality and reliability 
the pros trust: 1800 W (subs) & 2000 W (full-range) Class-D power amplifiers with 
integrated DSP produce high SPLs utilizing high-sensitivity, low-distortion transducers 
(including DVX & SMX series woofers and precision DH3-B HF titanium compression 
drivers).

• Lightweight, ergonomic, durable and compact 18-mm, 13-ply birch plywood 
enclosures finished with EVCoat. Eight mounting points for permanent installations 
(full-range models). Custom die-cast aluminum pole cups, handles and hardware.

Intelligent technology,  
innovative design.

Performance beyond the 
reach of the competition.

10 • 12 • 15 • 15 3-way • 15 sub • 18 sub  

Designed, engineered, tested and assembled for 
ultimate reliability by Electro-Voice in the USA.

guitarcenter.com

The ETX Powered Loudspeaker family builds upon the industry-leading innovation and 85-year 
heritage of Electro-Voice audio engineering to offer the most advanced professional-grade 
products for an array of applications.
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Designed, engineered, tested and assembled for 
ultimate reliability by Electro-Voice in the USA.

guitarcenter.com
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ETX Powered Loudspeakers

NEW FOR  
SPRING 2014!
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SolutionSAUDIOP R E S E N T S

 ROYER   R-121 LIVE RIBBON 
MICROPHONE NICKEL 
With a smooth, musical personality in a lightweight and 
compact, but tough-as-nails package, the R-121 provides 
amazing realism on everything from vocals to fully 
cranked electric guitars and close-miked horns.

( R-121 LIVE ) ( RSM-SS1 ) 
LIST: $ 295.00  - $ 1395.00 

$ 1295  99 

 NEUMANN   SKM184 STEREO 
MICROPHONE PAIR 
Neumann SKM184 microphones are no-frills, small-diaphragm condenser 
mics that strike a perfect balance between excitement and accuracy for 
crisp tone that isn't thin or brittle.

( SKM-184 NI ) 

$ 1599  95 

 FOCUSRITE   ISA428 MKII 
 Focusrite mic pres are the stuff of legend and the 
ISA pre, first introduced on the acclaimed Forte 
console in 1985, offers incredible clarity along with 
the signature Focusrite sound. The ISA428 MkII 
provides 4 ISA pres in a handy rackmount package. 

( ISA428 MKII ) LIST: $ 1899.99 

$ 1499  99 

 EMPIRICAL LABS   EL8 DISTRESSOR AUDIO COMPRESSOR 
  Digitally controlled, but with plenty of available analog warmth, the EL8 Distressor Compressor blends the best of classic and modern 
technology to provide exciting musicality while enhancing intelligibility.

( EL8 ) LIST: $ 1500.00 
$ 1349  99 

$ 275  99 
RSM-SS1 SHOCK MOUNT

 UNIVERSAL AUDIO  
 APOLLO 16 ANALOG 
I/O FIREWIRE 
INTERFACE WITH 
UAD-2 QUAD DSP 
 Standing as Universal Audio's flagship 
audio interface, the Apollo 16 offers 
totally uncompromising sound, flexible 
routing and powerful onboard processing, 
plus the ability to track realtime through 
UAD's classic analog emulation plug-ins. 

iMAC SOLD SEPARATELY
( AP16D ) LIST: $ 3699.00 

41

$ 2999  99 

S P E C I A L
F I N A N C I N GGC

S P E C I A L
F I N A N C I N GGC

S P E C I A L
F I N A N C I N GGC
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